
TOKYO: Novak Djokovic set up a quarter-final with
Japan’s Kei Nishikori at the Tokyo Olympics yesterday
as gold medal rival Daniil Medvedev struggled with
the heat, even asking the chair umpire who would be
responsible if he died. World number one Djokovic
continued his bid for a calendar Golden Slam by
defeating 34th-ranked Alejandro Davidovich Fokina of
Spain 6-3, 6-1 to extend his winning run to 21 matches.
Djokovic then returned to court a couple hours later to
partner Nina Stojanovic in the mixed doubles. The
Serbian duo won their opening match 6-3, 6-4 against
Brazil’s Marcelo Melo and Luisa Stefani. After lobby-
ing organizers to push back the 11am start time to
avoid the worst of the punishing heat and humidity,
Djokovic said he was pleased today’s matches would
begin at 3pm.

“I think it’s great. In my opinion it should have been
done a few days earlier, but it is what is and I think it’s
better than starting at 11,” said Djokovic. “The combi-
nation between the high humidity and high heat... I’ve
played tennis now professionally for 20 years and Ive
never faced these kind of conditions in my entire life
on a consecutive, daily basis.”

Medvedev stayed on course to meet Djokovic in the
men’s final as the Russian second seed overcame Italy’s
Fabio Fognini 6-2, 3-6, 6-2. But the two-time Grand

Slam runner-up again found the temperatures testing
as the extreme weather policy was implemented, with
the heat index topping out at 37 degrees Celsius (99
degrees Fahrenheit). “Even from the first set I didn’t
feel good enough with my breathing. I felt like my
diaphragm was blocked, I couldn’t breathe properly,”
said Medvedev, who took a medical timeout and
received two visits from the trainer. Asked by the
umpire if he was OK during the second set, the
Russian replied: “I can finish the match, but I can die. If
I die, are you going to be responsible?”

“I think it was the most humid day we had so far,
maybe the hottest,” added Medvedev. “The sun was
pretty hot. At the end of the second set I just had
darkness in my eyes. I was bending over, and I couldn’t
get my breathing together. I was ready to just fall
down on the court.”

Following a 10-minute interval between the second
and third sets, Medvedev broke Fognini and won the
first three games of the decider. He saved three break
points at 4-2 before clinching victory, going through to
a last-eight clash with Spain’s Pablo Carreno Busta.

Tsitsipas sent packing
Stefanos Tsitsipas bowed out after the Greek third

seed lost 2-6, 7-6 (7/4), 6-2 to Frenchman Ugo

Humbert. Tsitsipas required a medical timeout for an
injury to his right leg at the end of the second set as
Humbert advanced to face Russia’s Karen Khachanov.

“It’s fine, it was nothing. It was pretty painful at
the instant, but nothing serious, major,” said
Tsitsipas. Nishikori, the 2016 bronze medalist, beat
Ilya Ivashka of Belarus 7-6 (9/7), 6-0, while fourth
seed Alexander Zverev and Frenchman Jeremy
Chardy also progressed.

Ukraine’s Elina Svitolina, the highest-ranked player
left in the women’s draw, reached the semi-finals with a
6-4, 6-4 win over Camila Giorgi of Italy. “You know
when you are higher ranked everyone wants to beat
you and everyone is extremely motivated to beat you,”
said Svitolina. “The Olympics is a very special event. In
Ukraine, it’s very big, even bigger than a Grand Slam.”

The fourth seed will play Marketa Vondrousova, the
conqueror of home favourite Naomi Osaka, for a place
in the final in Tokyo. Spain’s Paula Badosa retired due
to heatstroke after losing the first set 6-3 to
Vondrousova, leaving the court in a wheelchair.

Swiss ninth seed Belinda Bencic beat French
Open runner-up Anastasia Pavlyuchenkova in three
sets. She will play Kazakhstan’s Elena Rybakina, who
dumped out two-time Grand Slam winner Garbine
Muguruza 7-5, 6-1. — AFP

News in brief

TOKYO: Russia’s Daniil Medvedev is assisted by a
physio during Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games men’s singles
third round tennis match against Italy’s Fabio Fognini at
the Ariake Tennis Park in Tokyo yesterday. — AFP

TOKYO: Kevin Durant #7 of the USA Men’s National Team
dunks the ball against the Iran Men’s National Team
during the 2020 Tokyo Olympics yesterday at Saitama
Super Arena in Tokyo, Japan.— AFP
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Djokovic rolls at Olympics as
Medvedev suffers in extreme heat

Richarlison fires
Brazil into Olympics
quarters, Germany out
TOKYO: Richarlison continued his fine form at the
Olympics with a double as Brazil eased into the quar-
ter-finals after a 3-1 win over Saudi Arabia yesterday,
as Germany exited the men’s tournament and hosts
Japan progressed with a thrashing of France.

Reigning champions Brazil, who won gold for the
first time on home soil in Rio de Janeiro five years ago,
finished top of Group D and will face Egypt in the last
eight on Saturday. Matheus Cunha put them ahead in
Saitama yesterday, but Abdulelah Al-Amri’s goal
brought the Saudis level before the half-hour mark.

A draw would have been enough for Brazil to go
through as group winners, but Richarlison netted in
the 76th minute and again in injury time. The Everton
forward is now the leading scorer in the tournament
with five goals after his hat-trick against Germany.

The Germans, runners-up to Brazil in 2016, bowed
out after a 1-1 draw with the Ivory Coast. Germany
had to win to progress, but Benjamin Henrichs’ own
goal midway through the second half proved costly.

Eduard Lowen’s equalizer shortly afterwards set up
a tense finale, but the Ivorians held on to seal second
spot in the group and a quarter-final against Spain.
The Spaniards are one of the gold medal favorites
after naming a strong squad featuring six members of
the team that reached the Euro 2020 semi-finals. But

they scored only twice in the group stage, with a 1-1
draw against Argentina enough to edge them through.

Real Sociedad midfielder Mikel Merino put Spain in
front in the 66th minute. Tomas Belmonte netted a late
equalizer for Argentina but the point sealed 1992
champions Spain first place in Group C. Egypt set up a
dream clash with Brazil by seeing off Australia 2-0
with goals from Ahmed Yasser Rayan and Ammar
Hamdy.

France humbled by Japan
France had given themselves hope of progressing

from Group A when Andre-Pierre Gignac scored a
hat-trick in a 4-3 win over South Africa. But they
crashed out as their defense proved fragile again in a
4-0 loss to Japan.

The home side, who reached the semi-finals in
London in 2012, made it three wins from three and
booked a match against New Zealand. Real Madrid
youngster Takefusa Kubo netted for the third straight
match before former Marseille defender Hiroki Sakai’s
tap-in doubled the lead.

Substitutes Koji Miyoshi and Daizen Maeda added
to France’s blushes as youngster Randal Kolo Muani
was sent off on a miserable evening for Les Bleus.
South Africa’s slim hopes of reaching the quarters
were ended by a 3-0 loss to Mexico in a game which
ended with both teams a man down.

The Mexicans will take on South Korea on
Saturday, in the same half of the draw as Brazil and
Egypt. South Korea finished top of Group B after a 6-
0 thrashing of 10-man Honduras and were joined in the
knock-out stage by the Kiwis, who played out a goal-
less draw with Romania to finish above their oppo-
nents on goal difference. — AFP

USA women take
first Olympic 3x3
basketball gold
TOKYO: The USA women’s team won the first
Olympic 3x3 basketball title yesterday as they beat the
Russian Olympic Committee team 18-15 in the final in
Tokyo. Stefanie Dolson of WNBA team Chicago Sky
was the Americans’ top scorer with seven points and
Kelsey Plum contributed five points in the game that is
played into just one basket. Anastasiia Logunova’s six
points for the Russians were in vain. The Americans
were congratulated by IOC president Thomas Bach at
Aomi Urban Sports Park. China won the bronze medal
after a 16-14 win over France. Latvia took the men’s
title with a 21-18 win over the Russians as pre-tourna-
ment favorites Serbia had to settle for the bronze
medal after beating Belgium 21-10 in the medal playoff.
The downsized form of basketball was added to the
Olympic program in Tokyo in a bid to attract a
younger audience. — AFP

Momota out in first round

TOKYO: Japan’s badminton world number one
Kento Momota lost in the first round at the Tokyo
Olympics yesterday, a day after Japanese tennis
superstar Naomi Osaka also crashed out.
Unseeded South Korean Heo Kwang-hee beat
Momota 21-15, 21-19, ending the favorite’s bid for
the gold medal after just two games. Momota was
appearing in his first Olympics, having been banned
for gambling in an illegal casino just months before
the 2016 Rio Games. He was almost forced to retire
last year after a car crash that left him with career-
threatening injuries. Momota won a record 11 titles
in 2019, losing just six of the 73 matches he played
that year. — AFP

Murray Olympic future doubtful

TOKYO: Andy Murray said he was unsure if he
would play at another Olympics after his bid for a
third gold medal ended with a quarter-final defeat
in the men’s doubles yesterday. Murray, a two-time
Olympic singles champion, and partner Joe
Salisbury lost 4-6, 7-6 (7/2), 10-7 to Croatia’s
Marin Cilic and Ivan Dodig. The British pair led
Cilic and Dodig by a set and a break but suffered a
late collapse as the Croatians prevailed in a decid-
ing tie-break. Murray pulled out of the singles in
Tokyo due to a muscle strain. The three-time Grand
Slam winner won gold in the event at London 2012
and Rio 2016.  — AFP

‘Slapping’ pre-fight ritual

TOKYO: German judoka Martyna Trajdos said
being shaken and slapped by her coach was all part
of her pre-fight ritual after footage from the Tokyo
Olympics was widely shared on social media. Film
of the incident, where the coach shakes Trajdos
roughly by her judo uniform and slaps her across
each cheek, drew bemusement and concern. But
Trajdos explained on Instagram: “That’s the ritual
which I chose pre-competition! My coach is just
doing what I want him to do to fire me up!” The
former world championships bronze medalist, 32,
lost the women’s -63kg round-of-32 elimination
bout to Hungary’s Szofi Ozbas.  — AFP

Sprinter fails doping test 

TOKYO: Swiss sprinter Alex Wilson has been sus-
pended from the Olympic Games after failing a
drugs test, the Athletics Integrity Unit (AIU) said
yesterday. The 30-year-old Jamaica-born sprinter
tested positive for the banned steroid trenbolone in
an out-of-competition test on March 15. Wilson
had initially challenged the test result, arguing that
the drug was contained in contaminated beef he ate
at a Jamaican restaurant in the United States. He
was provisionally suspended in March. However a
Swiss Olympic disciplinary panel lifted his suspen-
sion in early July. The World Anti-Doping Agency
and Athletics Integrity Unit appealed that decision
to the Court of Arbitration for Sport, which on
Wednesday upheld the initial suspension. — AFP

Ingebrigtsen targets 1500m

TOKYO: Two-time European champion Jakob
Ingebrigtsen will only run the 1,500m at the Tokyo
Olympics after scrapping plans to double up in the
5,000m, the Norwegian Athletics Federation said
yesterday. A statement said the 20-year-old middle
distance runner, the 2018 European champion over
the 1,500m and 5,000m, was dropping the longer
distance for scheduling reasons. Ingebrigtsen has
the fastest time in the world this year over 5,000m,
clocking 12min 48.45 at a meeting in Rome on June
21. He is only the third fastest this year over the
1,500. To double up in Tokyo, Ingebrigtsen would
have needed to run the 1,500m heats on August 3, a
few hours before the 5,000m heats. — AFP

SAITAMA: Brazil’s midfielder Reinier (top right) shoots past Saudi Arabia’s defender Abdulbasit Hindi (lower right) while
Saudi Arabia’s goalkeeper Amin Bukhari (left) looks on during the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games men’s group D first
round football match between Saudi Arabia and Brazil at the Saitama Stadium in Saitama yesterday. — AFP

TOKYO: USA’s teammates celebrate after winning at the end of the women’s gold medal 3x3 basketball final match
between US and Russia at the Aomi Urban Sports Park in Tokyo yesterday during the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games. — AFP

USA thrash Iran to
get Olympic basketball
challenge back on track
TOKYO: The USA easily beat Iran 120-66 in the
Olympic men’s basketball tournament yesterday to
bounce back from their shock opening defeat-and play-
ers and coaches from the geopolitical rivals chatted
afterwards.

The Americans had their 25-game Olympic winning
streak snapped by France in their first game but Damian
Lillard scored 21 points and Devin Booker had 16 points
in a straightforward win against the Iranians.

Kevin Durant had another low-key game with 10
points but he was one of six Americans in double fig-
ures in Saitama. Hamed Haddadi and Mohammadsamad
Nik Khahbahrami each scored 14 points for Iran, against
the team of NBA stars.

US coach Gregg Popovich spoke with his Iranian
opposite number Mehran Shahintab after the game and
said: “People generally get along and appreciate each
other, no matter what country you are talking about. I
really believe that. This is a time where sport transcends
all of the petty crap you get from governments. There is
no surprise that coaches would enjoy meeting each oth-
er and the players would show sportsmanship.”

France wrapped up top spot in Group A with a game
to spare thanks to a comfortable 97-77 win over the
Czech Republic, who the Americans must beat in their
last pool game to qualify for the quarter-finals. Boston
Celtics guard Evan Fournier backed up his virtuoso dis-
play against the USA with 21 points for the French.

Australia also reached the last eight with a dramatic
86-83 victory against Italy, for whom Simone
Fontecchio and Golden State Warriors’ Nico Mannion
both scored over 20 points in a losing cause. Nigeria’s
hopes of reaching the quarters are hanging by a thread,
though, following a 99-92 defeat by Germany. — AFP


